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Abstract:
This paper aims to provide a brief review of tourism that is found in Rajasthan. Rajasthan is
considered as main tourism state in nation. The legacy of Rajasthan with bright living
customs, traditions, wonderful heritage, fascinating natural beauty, folk performances,
energetic people and delicious cuisines are exceptional attractions for both domestic and
foreign tourists. Tourism can be of many types like science tourism, sustainable tourism, and
city tourism and so on. In our work we have discussed about dark and educational tourism of
Rajasthan.
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Introduction:
In today’s time every moment many people are making plans to travel across the world for
personal and professional purposes. Earlier people used to travel for religious, ethical, safety
etc. but as time changes the mind set of people is changing. Now people are travelling to
explore, rest and pleasure. The travel plans can be shorter or longer holidays and they are
organized by tourism industry [1]. The travel industry is one of the greatest developing
enterprises on earth and its authority seems secure if the present rate of development is kept
up by World Tourism Organization (WTO, 2010). This likewise incorporates the People, who
are in charge of giving administrations, security, direction, confirmation, and association to
the voyagers, by working at the front or at the back.
At the point when Tourists go starting with one spot then onto the next and come to home,
they give commitment in this industry. With a venture of even a solitary rupee, the industry is
starting increasingly more business plans or offers, on an extensive scale. A portion of the
businesses or associations that add to the travel industry are Ministry of External Affairs for
international ID documentation, departments for visa support, Travel Agents, Transport
Services, Airport Authorities, Central Industry Security Force (CISF), Immigration office,
Receptionist/Front Desk, Porter and so forth [2]. This is the explanation behind why, rather
than a division, the travel industry is being considered as an industry. Be that as it may, the
travel industry, as said prior, is of different kinds. Here, focus is on various tourisms across
Rajasthan. Section-I provides us overview of tourisms existing in India at present. Further the
tourisms in Rajasthan are listed. Though, Section-II portrays about dark tourism, educational
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tourism with their definition and existence in Rajasthan. After that, in Section-III provides the
problem faced by the above mentioned tourisms.

I.

Overview of tourism in India:

At whatever point we consider India, the photos of Temples, Forts, splendid hues, Festivals,
and rich culture come into brain. In India, the travel industry is considered as a quickly
developing industry on the planet, which additionally gives its commitment to the economy
of the nations from and to, the vacationers travel. India is a visitor heaven due to its rich
legacy, religious spots, historical centres, snow-topped mountains, and upbeat celebrations.
Visitors travel with the energy of investigating another spot and for entertainment,
experience, religious and instructive purposes. In spite of the fact that, there are numerous
impacts that make vacationers go starting with one spot then onto the next. These impacts are
viewed as "Helpers". Inspirations can be Physical, Interpersonal, Prestige type, Educational
and Cultural, identifying with Relaxation, meeting new individuals, individual regard and
finding out about ways of life at various areas, separately. [3] Basically, the travel industry is
of Domestic, Outbound and Inbound structures and is of different sorts. A portion of the sorts
are Cultural Tourism, Religious Tourism, Dark Tourism, Adventure Tourism, Beach
Tourism, Business Tourism, and so forth. This paper centres around dim the travel industry
rising in India, the issues looked by it at present and the plans, by executing which the
situation can be made increasingly amazing. There are various tourisms in Rajasthan some
are listed and explained in the next section.
List of tourisms in Rajasthan:
i.
Educational Tourism
ii.
Dark Tourism

II.

Educational and Dark Tourism in Rajasthan:

I. Educational tourism in Rajasthan: Education alludes to members' encounters of
formal, capability based and off-work ponders (Mallon and Walton, 2005, p.473). Instruction
is best owing or securing of information; mental or moral preparing; development of the
psyche, sentiments, and habits. Getting data and uplifting recommendations which cause the
person to think and act along appropriate lines Jones v Better Business Bureau, 123 F. 2d 767
(1941; US Court of Appeals, tenth Circuit). A key procedure of realizing which is gone for
getting ready either for life when all is said in done or for an extensive reason, for example, a
specific calling or exchange, and is in any occasion without a quickly utilitarian centre
(Vancouver Society of Immigrant and Visible Minority Women v. M.N.R., [1999] 1 S.C.R.
10; additionally at 169 D.L.R. (fourth) 34). "Instruction ... implies every one of those
procedures developed by a given society as a method for the acknowledgment in the people
of the standards of the network all in all." There are 3 E’s involved in educational tourism. [4]
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Environmental factors
Engagement

Exploration

Table 1. Education Tourism
In a work by Anukrati Sharma on education system in Haduati and Rajasthan following
points were covered such as significance of Education the travel industry at Haduati and
Shekhawati districts of Rajasthan. It was recommended to provide a model of coordinated
casual instruction with formal training. A requirement to acquire light a pathway of
International joint effort for encountering and finding out about which is yet unexplored.
Education tourism the travel industry is more about societal improvement as opposed to
monetary advancement. Truly, obviously, it in a roundabout way gives a lift to the monetary
status of any nation. As members visit starting with one spot then onto the next they remain
on the goal. In the entire procedure, individuals are getting work and business openings.
II. Dark Tourism in Rajasthan: There is no uncertainty that an individual is affected by
social and social exercises or happenings. A traveller may get convinced and one's
impression of heading out may identify with one's view of the World. In any case, there
are such a significant number of things or individuals, from whom an explorer escapes and
these motivations fill in as inspirations to travel a specific spot. The earth and different
exercises make an individual what he is. Not in any case two people have the equivalent
mental acknowledgment of a person or thing. At the end of the day, an individual's interest
relies on the sort of conduct and astuteness that one conveys. Some haunted places in
Rajasthan are listed below:
(i) "Bhangarh Fort" in the territory of Rajasthan, worked by Man Singh, is the most spooky
and creepy spot in India as it is viewed as reviled by a mystical performer. Heading off to
this spot after nightfall is carefully denied [5].
(ii) "Kuldhara" is a spot, again in Rajasthan where it is said that 83 towns lost their reality in
only one night. This spot is viewed as reviled by the residents and there's nobody living
there right now [5] [6].

III.

Problem Faced by Dark Tourism and Educational Tourism:

There are certain problems faced by dark tourism [7] and are listed in a table 1.
S.no.

Problem faced by Dark Tourism

1.

Absence of Promotion: The primary
issue looked by dull the travel industry in
India is a low exposure level. Potential
Tourists don't know about spots of Dark
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Tourism existing in India.

appointed educators, rather than changeless
ones, who are ineffectively paid when
contrasted with the immense compensation
of a full-time Trained Graduate Teacher
(TGT).

2.

The absence of Tourist administrations
at goals: Because, just a couple of
individuals think about this class of
Tourism, many travel offices or
associations are not ready to give
legitimate administrations to the guests.
This influences the sightseers to don't
visit the spot once more.

Absence of gifted work force to give
preparing and down to earth exposures to
the members. Absence of individuals who
are knowledgeable with unknown dialects.

3.

Inappropriate Maintenance of Dark
Tourism Sites: All the Dark Spots
should be kept up appropriately regarding
appearance, tidiness, and so forth. Be that
as it may, because of ignorance of these
spots, there is no appropriate support of
spots.

Absence of money related associate to run
Educational visit programs.

Low Accessibility Status: As these spots
are not broadly known, there isn't any
legitimate system made to access to these
spots. Due to the low status of openness
towards these spots, the voyagers can't
serenely get to every one of the spots
they wish to.

Absence of masters will's identity ready to
sort out the instructive visits. Absence of
courses and preparing project of the travel
industry at the Universities level

4.

IV.

No marking and advancement of the visitor
goals of the districts.

Conclusion:

In our work a brief overview of work done by different researchers on educational and
dark tourism is provided. We have a summarized knowledge of these tourisms in
Rajasthan. There can be solutions to the problems faced by these tourisms and much
other tourism can be explained of other states. This paper concludes that a state like
Rajasthan which is very wealthy as far as legacy, landmarks, step wells, fresco works of
art, posts, royal residences and sanctuaries a large portion of these are situated in town
territories .Therefore, it is a prime time need to focus on the tasks and procedure of
training the travel industry. In this way, the work will create at these zones and the
shrouded fortunes will be investigated. Not exclusively will this instruction the travel
industry build up the talented labour. Similarly for dark tourism taking lead from studies
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and talks, new plans and executions will be worked upon that might be embraced at
government, organization or individual dimension to advance the idea of Dim The travel
industry in future also on present situation .

V.
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